9. Implementation of integrated HRIS and updated annual formats of HMIS.

9.1 State which has integrated HRIS roll & HMIS report.

9.2 HRIS generated summary and pay roll (for regular and contractual HR) with updated information and from which pay slips are generated every month. Also updated HR and other information in annual HMIS which is in sync with HRIS.

9.3 In HRIS of contractual HR Staff Information is filled up where out total approved 37493 (31291 NHM + 6202 NUHM) post. Out of 19568 HR post information is filled up till now. Further updation of HR data filling on process in software.

9.4 Salary slip is not generated through HRIS it generated through tally software.

9.5 In annexure HRIS software report is attached for reference.